PRAYER CONCERNS AND PRAISES JUNE 14, 2020

Emaleen Collins - recovery from pneumonia
Sam Collins
Paul Newport
Rosalyn Peters (Jake & Ashlyn’s newborn)
*Jan Rocket-(Tammy Welty’s aunt)-terminal illness
Louise Shilling
Glenna Teitsort
Susan Weber-recovering from heart surgery
Avalea Wissel-recovery from open heart surgery
*The family of Helen Tribe
*The family of Joyce Miller

THOSE FIGHTING CANCER
Joe Akers - lung cancer
Lori Counts - breast cancer
Jerry Davis-scheduled for surgery in Indianapolis on June 1
Bill DeMier - bone cancer
Rob Drake
Kathy Greathouse
Clyde Hedrick
Stan Mann
Tom Moore - small cell carcinoma of the prostate
Harper Newport
Beth Seals
Abby Shelton-breast cancer-completed chemo, begins radiation the middle of June
Linda Sleeper-(Stacey Brands’ mom)-lung cancer
Jack Thread

LONG TERM PRAYER NEEDS
Our Nation and Leaders Ron Fryman
Unsaved and Unfaithful Lynda Hedrick
Those in the Military Margie Orr
Those in the Nursing Home Kayla Roosevelt
Missionaries Noah Schultz
Kent Collins John Shelby
Dale Clark Dorcas Smith
Cindy Davenport Luke & Marissa Turpin
Kaci Facculyn-Gous Toby Welty
Evelyn Yokel